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GENUINE CUMMINS BELTS

When your Cummins engine needs a
belt, there’s a genuine advantage to using
a Genuine Cummins Belt. These belts
are designed to work efficiently in every
kind of operating condition. Every belt is
engineered with the latest improvements,
built and tested to meet Cummins rigid
quality standards. Plus, they come with
full warranty coverage for all Cummins
engines. For dependability and long-lasting value, you can’t beat
a Genuine Cummins Belt.

Every Order, Made Easy.
To ensure that you order the
right belt, we have developed
a quick and easy tool on
QuickServe® Online, at
http://quickserve.cummins.com.
Just type in your Engine Serial
Number (ESN) found on the engine
data plate, or your Dayco Part
Number. If you don’t have either of those,
enter the dimensions (width, length, number of ribs, etc.)

Every Environment.

and the tool will return the Genuine Cummins Belt part

Belt life is considerably affected by the operating environment.

be added to your shopping cart. Or you can simply call or

For example, belt life is shortened considerably in ambient

visit your local Cummins dealer or distributor.

number designed specifically for your needs, which can then

temperatures exceeding 180° Fahrenheit (82.2°C). Dusty and
dirty environments cause abrasion and wear to the belt material,
oils, coolants, lubricants and fuels also cause belt wear, reducing

Every Question.
Answered.

its life. Cummins belts are designed specifically to operate

For more information

efficiently in these kinds of harsh environments. Only Genuine

about Cummins

Cummins Belts are guaranteed to be the right belt for your engine

Genuine Belts,

affecting its life. Finally, excessive spillage and leakage of solvents,

in your application and operating conditions. If you want to avoid

call us toll-free at 1-800-DIESELS (1-800-343-7357),

costly downtime, insist on Genuine Cummins Belts. Buy anything

visit your local Cummins dealer or distributor, or go

else and you are taking a chance.

online at http://quickserve.cummins.com.

Every Confidence.
Genuine Cummins Belts come with
a full factory warranty, good for up
to six months with unlimited miles,
kilometers or hours on MidRange
engines. Belts for Heavy-Duty and
high-horsepower engines come with a
one-year/100,000 mile (160,935 km) or 3,600-hour warranty.
This warranty is honored at over 5,500 locations worldwide.
So wherever and whenever you need it, Cummins has got
you covered.
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